
 

 

 

Serious Players - Self Evaluation Examples 

 

Student’s Self-Evaluation Report 

 

1.       Tell about how you see yourself learning to: 

          ·        Make good observations 

          ·        Carry out good investigations 

          ·        Suggest good hypotheses 

          ·        Work well with others in the group 

          ·        Come up with good ideas 

          ·        Take responsibility 

          ·        Make good decisions 

2.       Tell about what you think you can do best. 

3.       Tell about where you think you need more help. 

4.       Tell about your plans for next month. (p. 242) 

 

 

 

Self-Evaluation Report for Language Arts 

 

1.       Tell about: 

          ·        How you see yourself as a reader. 

          ·        How you see yourself as a story writer. 

          ·        How you see yourself being able to make yourself understood. 

2.       Tell about your printing. 

3.       Tell about how you are able to record your observations. 

4.       Tell about what you think you can do best. 

5.       Tell about where you think you need help. 

6.       Tell about your plans for next month in language arts. (p. 240)     
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Self-Evaluation Report for Science 

 

1.       Tell about how you see yourself as an observer in the science world. 

2.       Tell about your skill in 

            ·         Asking good questions 

            ·         Gathering data 

            ·         Classifying data 

            ·         Designing a science experiment 

            ·         Inventing new ways to do things 

3.       Tell about what you think you can do best in science. 

4.       Tell about where you think you need help. 

5.       Tell about your plans for next month in science. (pp. 240-241) 

 

 

 

Parent-Teacher-Child Conferences  

 

Parent-teacher-child conferences are a good way to involve families in the evaluation 

process, and might involve: 

- The parents and child viewing a video of the class in action, observing how the child 

interacts and works in the classroom setting. 

- The parents and child looking at photographs showing the students involved in 

various activities through the year.  

- The child showing his/her parents around the class.  

- The child teaching his/her parents some of the things he or she has learned.  

- The child sharing a portfolio of self-selected work.   

- The child sharing a self-evaluation report detailing perceived strengths and 

weaknesses in each subject area, as well as personal goals for the rest of the year. 

- The teacher sharing a report that he or she has written describing observations 

made about the child’s weaknesses and strengths. 


